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Three three-way switches have been prepared, where different
photochemically interconvertible pi-systems correspond to the
states of the switch. Molecular switches are currently popular
synthetic targets.1 Such switches usually have two stable states,
corresponding to on/off. In principle, it should be possible to
synthesizepi-switcheswhich have more than two stable states,
although we know of no examples. In particular, if the switching
process breaks the conjugation of the pi-system by, for example,
removing part of it out of the plane of the remainder, then
inclusion of more than one such switch into the pi-system would
lead to switches having more than a simple on/off state. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.

The dimethyldihydropyrene-cyclophanediene (DHP-CPD)
valence isomerization,1 T 2, is particularly suited to this appli-
cation, since1, a [14]annulene, has an extended pi-system with
absorptions to 600 nm, whereas2, the cyclophane, has the olefinic

bridges almost at right angles to the benzene rings, and thus shows
benzenoid absorption with an extended tail.2 We have combined
two DHP-CPD switches with a conjugated spacer to make a
three-way switch, where the “red state” in Figure 1 corresponds
to DHP-spacer-DHP, molecule6, the “blue state” to DHP-
spacer-CPD,7, and the “green state” to CPD-spacer-CPD,8.

Reaction of the bromo-DHP3 3 with NaNH2 in THF to generate
the intermediate aryne,4 in the presence of the bis-furan5 4, gave
58% of the bis-adduct5 as a mixture of isomers6 which were
directly de-oxygenated7 with Fe2(CO)9 in refluxing benzene for
2 h to give 85% of the reddish-brown colored bis-dihydropyreno-
chrysene6, as a mixture of the two anti stereoisomers.8 The 1H

NMR spectrum did not resolve these and showed in CDCl3 a
single somewhat broadened internal methyl proton peak atδ
-0.73, but two singlets in C6D6 at δ -0.284 and-0.295. Figure
2 shows the UV/visible spectra of the switching behavior:
irradiation of6 (main λmax 427 nm) with visible light (tungsten
garden floodlamps, 400-800 nm) opens both DHP units together
to give the colorless bis-CPD8 (the green state in Figure 1). This
shows no long wavelength bands, only typical absorption for a
substituted chrysene around 313 nm with a tail (chrysene or aryl-
CPD) to 360 nm. Irradiation with UV light, (∼350 nm) first closes
one CPD to give mostly7, (main λmax 414 nm) and then with
extended irradiation (or thermal heating) closes both CPDs to
return 6. These changes could also be followed by1H NMR
(C6D6), where8 shows all of the internal methyl protons atδ
∼1.7 (CPD), while7 shows peaks atδ ∼1.6 (CPD) and∼-0.3
(DHP). Other spacers between the DHPs can be used, for example
benzene, although this requires a somewhat different synthetic
approach: reacting the aryne from3 with furan yielded 85% of
adduct9; direct conversion9 of these with dipyridyl-tetrazine10 at
room temperature in THF for 1 h gave in 95% yield the iso-
furan 10.11 This was re-trapped with the aryne from3, and the
adduct was deoxygenated as above and gave about 20% of the
bis-dihydropyreno-benzene11, with internal methyl protons atδ
-1.07. This underwent similar switching behavior to6. Both 6
and11 are examples of a switch where the thermal stable state is
DHP-spacer-DHP, which can be changed to the CPD-containing
states by visible light. This is consistent with the results from
AM1 calculations2b which indicate that6 and11 should be the
thermally stable isomers. Interestingly though, the calculated∆Hf

values between6, 7, and8 (0.75, 0.60 kcal/mol) are somewhat
smaller than for11 and its mono- and bis-CPD isomers (1.06
and 1.36 kcal/mol). We thus will in future work explore how
this difference affects the equilibria for these and other spacers.

When an additional benzene ring is fused to the side of11,
the thermodynamics change. AM1 calculations indicate that the
thermally stable isomer12 should be the one which has one DHP
and one CPD. Indeed reaction of the iso-furan10 with the aryne
derived from12 gave∼60% of the adducts, which were directly† University ofVictoria.
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deoxygenated to yield 85% of strawberry colored13 (main λmax

406 nm,δ(Me) +1.19, -1.35, and-1.65).13 Irradiation of 13
with visible light completely gave the colorless bis-CPD14, (λmax

268 nm), which on UV irradiation, or slowly thermally, returned
13. Laser flash (355 nm) irradiation of13, gave the bis-DHP15
(main λmax 486 nm), which thermally very rapidly returned to

13. This process could be repeated 80 times without any apparent
decomposition! Unlike6, where it is not yet possible to obtain
the third state,7, of the switch pure,13 is clearly a three-way
switch which is driven from its thermal state by either UV or
visible irradiation.

Clearly we have demonstrated that multiple pi-switches are
possible. We are now investigating the more detailed switching
behavior with selected wavelengths of light, and the possibility
of modifying the switch behavior by substituents and changing
the spacer.
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(13) 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.09-6.97 (m, 16), 1.544, 1.509, 1.322,
1.317 (4s, 9 each,t-Bu), 1.185 (s, 6, -CH3), -1.367 and-1.662 (s, 3 each,
-CH3); HRMS, C58H64 requires: 760.5007. Found: 760.5004.

Figure 1. An illustration of a three-way pi-switch and the corresponding molecules6-8.

Figure 2. (a) Absorption spectra obtained when6 (λ ) 427 nm in cyclo-
hexane) was irradiated with a Tungsten lamp using a 598-nm cutoff filter
for (top to bottom) 0, 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 13, 30 min; peak growing in atλ ) 313
nm corresponds to8. (b) Absorption spectra obtained when8 (λ ) 313
nm in cyclohexane, bottom spectrum) was irradiated with UV light (λ )
∼350 nm) for∼2 s intervals (spectra offset upward) to first give formation
of 7 (λ ) 392 and 413 nm) which then forms6 (λ ) 406 and 427 nm).
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